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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: Fluorescence spectroscopy has the potential to detect early cellular changes in Barrett’s oesophagus before these become visible. As the technique is based on varying concentrations of intrinsic fluorophores, each with its own optimal excitation wavelength, it is important to assess the optimal excitation wavelength(s) for identification of premalignant lesions in patients with Barrett’s oesophagus.

METHODS: The endoscopic spectroscopy system used contained five (ultra)violet light sources ($\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 369$ nm to 416 nm) to generate autofluorescence during routine endoscopic surveillance. Autofluorescence spectroscopy was followed by a biopsy for histological assessment and spectra correlation. Three intensity ratios ($r_1$, $r_2$, $r_3$) were calculated by dividing the area, $A$, under the spectral curve of selected emission wavelength ranges for each spectrum generated by each excitation wavelength $\lambda_{\text{exc}}$ as follows $r_1_{\lambda_{\text{exc}}} = (A_{560\pm5}/A_{460\pm5})$, $r_2_{\lambda_{\text{exc}}} = (A_{495\pm5}/A_{560\pm5})$ and $r_3_{\lambda_{\text{exc}}} = (A_{495\pm5}/A_{640\pm5})$. Double intensity ratios were calculated using two excitation wavelengths.

RESULTS: Fifty-eight tissue areas from 22 patients were used for autofluorescence spectra analysis. Excitation with 395, 405 or 410 nm showed a significant ($P \leq 0.0006$) differentiation between intestinal metaplasia and grouped high-grade dysplasia/early carcinoma for intensity ratios $r_2$ and $r_3$. A sensitivity of 80.0 % and specificity of 89.5 % with an area under the ROC curve of 0.85 was achieved using 395 nm excitation and intensity ratio $r_3$.

CONCLUSION: Double excitation showed no additional value over single excitation. The combination of 395 nm excitation and intensity ratio $r_3$ showed optimal conditions to discriminate non-dysplastic from early neoplasia in Barrett’s oesophagus.
INTRODUCTION

Barrett’s oesophagus (BO) is known as a condition which may lead to oesophageal adenocarcinoma. The long-term survival rate of patients with adenocarcinoma is poor because of late diagnosis. In BO, the normal squamous lining of the oesophagus is replaced by intestinal metaplasia (IM), which can develop into adenocarcinoma through a series of premalignant stages of dysplasia: IM develops into low-grade dysplasia (LGD), then high-grade dysplasia (HGD) and eventually into early carcinoma (EC). HGD and early carcinoma are accessible for endoscopic treatment, with a significant lower morbidity and mortality than late stage surgical therapy [1-4]. Patients with BO are recommended to undergo regular surveillance endoscopy in order to detect these premalignant lesions at an early and curable stage. However, these premalignant stages of dysplasia are hard to detect with standard white light endoscopy and are often overlooked during surveillance endoscopy. The current best practice for tissue evaluation and diagnosis is meticulous white light inspection of the oesophagus to detect visible abnormalities. In the absence of visible lesions, random biopsies in four quadrants, every 2 cm, are undertaken. However, random biopsies are laborious, burdensome, expensive and may easily miss early and focal dysplasia, as they sample only ~5 % of the BO [5]. Moreover, the histopathological interpretation of dysplasia has a high interobserver and intraobserver variability [6]. There is therefore, an urgent need for a minimally invasive and objective technique that allows diagnosis in real time.

Endoscopic diagnostic procedures such as white light endoscopy have a sensitivity and specificity of around 50-80 % [7-11]. Recent developments in identifying lesions in BO during endoscopy focuses on imaging techniques such as high-definition white light endoscopy, endomicroscopy, autofluorescence imaging, and narrow band imaging. These imaging techniques are not yet clinically accepted because of their additional examination time, complexity, costs or inefficiency. The low sensitivity and specificity in identifying early lesions is mainly caused by low contrast between BO tissue and premalignant lesions [7-11]. In the case of autofluorescence imaging, this contrast might be improved with knowledge of the optimal excitation and emission wavelengths which can then replace the currently used broad-band illumination and detection.

Fluorescence spectroscopy has the potential to detect early cellular changes in BO before these become visible. Fluorophores, naturally present in varying concentrations in tissue, generate a fluorescence spectrum upon excitation with blue or UV light. The shape and intensity of these so-called autofluorescence spectra depend on the excitation wavelength, tissue type and level of differentiation towards cancer [12-14]. Over the last few decades, autofluorescence has shown its potential to detect early changes in premalignant lesions of several epithelial tissue types such as the colon [15-21], oral cavity [22-26], cervix [27-30], and bronchus [31-34]. In the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, point spectroscopy was extensively used on colon tissue and later expanded into the oesophagus [35-43]. Panjehpour et al. used in-vivo fluorescence spectroscopy and reported that 410 nm excitation could differentiate non-dysplastic from HGD in BO with 100 % sensitivity and 96 % specificity [38]. Although the high sensitivity and specificity were promising, they could not be repeated in follow up studies. The studies vary in methods and materials as well in examined tissue types and show a wide range in determined
sensitivity (75 %-100 %) and specificity (65 %-95 %) [44]. Previous research on oesophageal autofluorescence in 37 patients has shown in the diagnosis of HGD in BO that 400 nm excitation (sensitivity = 74 %, specificity = 85 %) is more effective than 337 nm (sensitivity = 74 %, specificity = 67 %) [37]. Wang et al. showed that the specificity of oral cancer diagnosis can be increased using multiple excitation wavelengths and double excitation algorithms [22]. Bogaards et al. showed that using 405 nm and 435 nm excitation and double ratio of fluorescence images, non-invasive staging of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia is feasible [45].

Considering the low absolute risk of developing HGD/EC, detecting the rare abnormalities is crucial to any imaging modality that may aid endoscopic surveillance of BO, which implies a high sensitivity. Furthermore, high specificity may influence the number of biopsies taken from healthy tissue, potentially reducing the drawbacks associated with the current standard biopsy protocol. On the basis of the above mentioned results, albeit on other organs, we hypothesize that an optimized excitation around 400 nm can improve the differentiation between non-dysplastic BO and premalignant tissue. Furthermore, we hypothesise that the combination of spectra obtained by different excitation wavelengths can further improve this differentiation. To test these hypotheses we aim to identify characteristics in autofluorescence spectra of BO to determine which (combination of) excitation wavelength(s) around 400 nm is optimal for the identification of premalignant lesions in BO.

METHODS

Patients

Twenty-three patients scheduled for routine BO endoscopy at the Department of Gastroenterology and Hepatology at the Academic Medical Centre (AMC) Amsterdam were included. The patients were 74 % men with a mean age of 67 years (SD: ± 11 years) and a median Barrett’s segment of C3M4 (interquartile range: C1-5, M2.5-8.5). All patients were on proton pump inhibitor therapy. The criterion for patient inclusion in the study was a prior diagnosed BO with and without known early neoplasia. Patients who had a prior history of upper GI surgery or endoscopic treatment were excluded. The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the AMC Amsterdam. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Spectroscopy system

Autofluorescence spectroscopy was performed using a multi-wavelength spectroscopy system (2M Engineering Ltd, Veldhoven, The Netherlands), which consisted of a UV-LED with a wavelength of 369 nm as well as laser diodes with wavelengths of 395, 405, 410 and 416 nm. A customized fibre probe (CeramOptec GmbH, Bonn, Germany) was designed to fit through the accessory channel of a standard endoscope, to deliver the excitation light to the tissue site and to transmit the emitted light to the attached spectrometer USB4000 (Ocean Optics Inc., Dunedin, Florida, USA). The fibre probe tip was 2 mm in diameter and consisted of 15 illumination and 15 collection fibres. The 15 collection fibres were aligned to the 200 μm entrance slit of the spectrometer to detect all collected light. LabView (National Instruments
Corporation, Austin, Texas, USA) was used to develop a program to switch the light sources and to collect the autofluorescence spectra sequentially.

**Endoscopic and histological procedures**

All procedures were performed by one endoscopist (J.J.G.H.M.B.) with extensive experience in the diagnosis and treatment of early Barrett’s neoplasia. All patients were sedated by intravenous administration of propofol or midazolam (2.5-15 mg), supplemented with fentanyl (0.1-0.2 mg) if necessary. After cleaning with acetylcysteine, the oesophagus was first inspected with white light endoscopy and all suspicious areas for dysplasia were recorded. Suspicious and unsuspicious areas for dysplasia were selected for investigation with the spectroscopy system. Subsequently, the fibre probe was introduced through the accessory channel of the endoscope and placed in gentle contact with the tissue site under investigation. A transparent cap (Olympus Inc., Tokyo, Japan) attached to the distal end of the endoscope was used to minimize the movement of the fibre probe on tissue. Before measurement, the endoscope light was switched off. The light sources of the spectroscopy system were then switched on sequentially and the corresponding autofluorescence spectra were collected. Spectra acquisition took several seconds per spectrum and the whole procedure with several measurements per patient took around 10 min. Measurements were repeated when the patient moved or the probe was not stable on the tissue site. From each measured tissue site a biopsy was taken for histological assessment. The endoscope with the cap was stabilized at the spectroscopic measurement site by gentle suction, ensuring precise correlation between the measured tissue site and the corresponding biopsy location. Collected biopsies were fixed in formalin, embedded in paraffin and cut and stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Histological assessment was performed by expert GI pathologists and classified according to the Vienna classification [46].

**Spectra analysis**

Analysis for discriminating autofluorescence spectra of histological classified IM from grouped HGD/EC was performed per excitation wavelength (single) and in a combination of two excitation wavelengths (double).

Spectrometer noise was subtracted from each autofluorescence spectrum. Spectra with positive, unsaturated intensities between 480 and 650 nm emission and a signal-to-noise ratio at maximal intensity of at least five were included in the analysis. Selected spectra were normalized by dividing the intensities by the area under the spectral curve from 480 to 650 nm and then multiplying by 1000. Normalized spectra were smoothed with a moving average of 6 nm.

Normalized and smoothed autofluorescence spectra of IM and HGD/EC classified biopsies were averaged to create an Excitation-Emission-Matrix (EEM) using OriginPro8 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, Massachusetts, USA). The EEMs visualise the emission intensities related to the excitation wavelengths and tissue types. Three characteristic emission wavelengths, that is 495, 560 and 640 nm were selected for calculation of intensity ratios. Three intensity ratios ($r_1$, $r_2$ and $r_3$) were calculated by dividing the area, $A$, under the curve of two selected emission wavelengths ($\pm 5$ nm) for each spectrum generated by each excitation wavelength $\lambda_{\text{exc}}$, as follows...
\( r_{1_{\text{exc}}} = \frac{A_{560\pm5}}{A_{640\pm5}}, \quad r_{2_{\text{exc}}} = \frac{A_{495\pm5}}{A_{560\pm5}} \) and \( r_{3_{\text{exc}}} = \frac{A_{495\pm5}}{A_{640\pm5}} \). Double intensity ratios \((d_{r1}, d_{r2} \text{ and } d_{r3})\) were calculated by dividing the intensity ratios of two excitation wavelengths obtained from the same tissue site. For example, double intensity ratio of \( r_{1_{\text{exc}}} \) called \( d_{r1} = \frac{r_{1_{\text{exc}}}}{r_{1_{\text{exc}}}} \) for the combination of 369 and 405 nm was defined as \( d_{r1} = \frac{r_{1_{369}}}{r_{1_{405}}} \).

The statistical relevance of the differences in intensity ratios of the two tissue types was determined using unpaired two-tailed Student’s \( t \)-test. A \( P \)-value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to compare the performance of the five excitation wavelengths and the three intensity ratios for single and double excitation. In addition, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) was used to describe the discrimination ability, where 1 is perfect. All statistical analysis was performed using Prism 5 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, California, USA).

**RESULTS**

In total, 23 patients were included in the study from which 83 locations within the Barrett’s segment were investigated with the spectroscopy system followed by a corresponding biopsy (Table 1). For example, Table 1 shows that 38 biopsies from 15 patients were classified as IM. One patient who did not show any biopsy classified as IM, HGD, or EC was excluded from the analysis.

**Single excitation**

Table 2 shows the number of spectra, which fulfil the requirements for the analysis, included in the single excitation analysis. Typical normalized autofluorescence spectra showed an intensity peak around 495 nm emission, which decreased with increasing excitation wavelength for both tissue types (figure 1). After normalization the emission intensities for HGD/EC were reduced in the green and increased in the red wavelength range compared with IM.

The emission intensities changed most around 495 nm, comparing the EEM of IM and HGD/EC (figure 2). Furthermore, around 560 nm emission the intensities were independent of excitation wavelength and tissue type. At longer excitation wavelengths a small increase in red emission around 640 nm for HGD/EC was observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histological diagnosis</th>
<th>Number of biopsies (n=83)</th>
<th>Number of patients (n=23*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Squamous/gastric</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indefinite for dysplasia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGD</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGD</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IM, intestinal metaplasia; LGD, low-grade dysplasia; HGD, high-grade dysplasia; EC, early carcinoma.

*Multiple biopsies were taken per patient.
Figure 1. Typical normalized autofluorescence spectra obtained from one patient IM (–) and EC (–) at (a) 369 nm, (b) 405 nm and (c) 416 nm excitation. IM, intestinal metaplasia; EC, early carcinoma.
The three intensity ratios $r_1 = \frac{A_{560\pm5}}{A_{640\pm5}}$, $r_2 = \frac{A_{495\pm5}}{A_{560\pm5}}$ and $r_3 = \frac{A_{495\pm5}}{A_{640\pm5}}$ were calculated for all spectra of IM and HGD/EC (figure 3). Intensity ratios of $r_2$ had the lowest values, whereas intensity ratios of $r_3$ had the highest values. Compared to IM, HGD/EC showed significantly decreased intensity ratios ($P \leq 0.0006$) of $r_2$ and $r_3$ at 395, 405 and 410 nm excitation. The intensity ratios of IM showed higher standard errors of the mean than those of HGD/EC ratios (figure 3).

Figure 4 illustrates the sensitivity and specificity with ROC curves for single excitation and the three intensity ratios ($r_1, r_2, r_3$) for distinguishing IM from HGD/EC. The largest AUCs (0.89, 0.88 and 0.89) were obtained with intensity ratio $r_2$ after 395, 405 and 410 nm excitation, respectively. Using 410 nm and $r_2$ with a threshold value of less than 2.11 and zero false negatives resulted in 100 % sensitivity and 58.8 % specificity in identifying HGD/EC versus IM. Setting the false positive cases to zero and the threshold value to less than 1.84 resulted in 100 % specificity and 38.9 % sensitivity using 410 nm excitation and $r_2$.

The highest combination of sensitivity and specificity, 80.0 % and 89.5 % respectively, was determined using 395 nm excitation applying intensity ratio $r_3 = \frac{A_{495\pm5}}{A_{560\pm5}}$ with a threshold value of less than 6.29 for identifying HGD/EC versus IM (Table 3). Four measurements out of 20 (20%) were false negative and four measurements out of 38 (11%) were false positive.

Within five patients, spectra of one or more areas of both IM and HGD/EC were recorded and averaged per tissue type. Excitation with 395 nm in combination with the intensity ratio $r_3$ and the selected threshold value of less than 6.29, resulted in discrimination with 100 % sensitivity and specificity. These intrapatient analyses showed on average that intensity ratios of IM (7.9 ±1.0) were higher in value and in SD than ratios of HGD/EC (5.8 ±0.2).

Double excitation

Thirty-two IM spectra and 12 HGD/EC spectra were used for double excitation analysis. Double ratios at 10 combinations of excitation wavelengths (excitation at 369 and 395 nm, 369 and 405 nm, 369 and 410 nm, 369 and 416 nm, 395 and 405 nm, 395 and 410 nm, 395 and 416 nm,
Figure 3. Averaged intensity ratios with SEM of \( r_1 = \frac{(A_{560}\pm5)/A_{640}\pm5)}{A_{495}\pm5} \) and \( r_2 = \frac{(A_{495}\pm5)/A_{640}\pm5)}{A_{495}\pm5} \) at 369, 395, 405, 410 and 416 nm excitation for IM and HGD/EC. IM, intestinal metaplasia; HGD, high-grade dysplasia; EC, early carcinoma.

Table 2. Numbers of spectra included in the single excitation analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda_{\text{exc}} ) (nm)</th>
<th>Number of spectra IM</th>
<th>HGD and EC (HGD/EC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>369</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19 (13/6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>395</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>20 (14/6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>20 (14/6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18 (12/6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12 (8/4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \lambda_{\text{exc}} \), excitation wavelength; IM, intestinal metaplasia; HGD, high-grade dysplasia; EC, early carcinoma.

Table 3. Sensitivity, specificity and AUC of \( r_3 = \frac{(A_{495}\pm5)/A_{640}\pm5)}{A_{495}\pm5} \) for distinguishing IM from HGD/EC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda_{\text{exc}} ) (nm)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Threshold value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>369</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>&lt; 7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>395</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>&lt; 6.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>&lt; 5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>&lt; 5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>&lt; 4.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \lambda_{\text{exc}} \), excitation wavelength; IM, intestinal metaplasia; HGD, high-grade dysplasia; EC, early carcinoma; AUC, area under the curve.

405 and 410 nm, 405 and 416 nm, and 410 and 416 nm) were calculated. All combinations with 369 nm excitation and double intensity ratio \( dr_2 \) resulted in the highest AUCs (≥ 0.76; figure 5). A combination of 369 and 395 nm for excitation and intensity ratio \( dr_2 \) resulted in an AUC of 0.80.
Figure 4. ROC curves for intensity ratios (a) $r_1 = (A_{560±5}/A_{640±5})$, (b) $r_2 = (A_{495±5}/A_{560±5})$ and (c) $r_3 = (A_{4495±5}/A_{640±5})$ at 369, 395, 405, 410 and 416 nm excitation for IM vs. HGD/EC. IM, intestinal metaplasia; HGD, high-grade dysplasia; EC, early carcinoma; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.

Figure 5. ROC curves for double intensity ratios (a) $d_{r1}$, (b) $d_{r2}$ and (c) $d_{r3}$ of IM vs. HGD/EC for the excitation combinations 369 and 395 nm, 369 and 405 nm, 369 and 410 nm, 369 and 416 nm, and 395 and 405 nm. IM, intestinal metaplasia; HGD, high-grade dysplasia; EC, early carcinoma; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.
DISCUSSION

In the present study we have shown that several excitation wavelengths around 400 nm can significantly distinguish premalignant lesions from IM in BO. First we evaluated whether changing the wavelength of the excitation light around 400 nm would improve the differentiation between non-dysplastic BO and early neoplasia, such as HGD and early carcinoma. To this end we studied the characteristics of autofluorescence spectra of BO and found that single excitation at 395, 405 or 410 nm demonstrated that IM could be significantly distinguished from HGD/EC, with a prominent decrease in intensity ratio r3 (A495/A640) in premalignant lesions. These findings agree with previous research, which reported that the decrease around 495 nm emission might be related to decreased collagen fluorescence [15;27;47]. This phenomenon may be because of a break down in collagen cross-links [15;30] or thickening of the epithelial layer. The latter reduces the penetration depth of the excitation light and therefore reduces the detected fluorescence from fluorophores present in deeper layers [48]. It is also known that porphyrins, which emit fluorescence around 630 nm, are excited efficiently around 405 nm. Porphyrins are found predominantly in (pre-)malignant tissue, rather than in non-dysplastic tissue, and might therefore be the cause of the increased red emission [24;49-52].

In contrast to our second hypothesis, the improvement of differentiation by combining two excitation wavelengths, the sensitivity and specificity in discrimination IM from HGD/EC could not be increased within the wavelength range we used (369 nm to 416 nm). Wang et al. used single and double excitation wavelengths for distinguishing cancerous from normal oral mucosa. Combining shorter (280, 290 and 300 nm) with longer (320, 330 and 340 nm) wavelengths, a higher specificity was achieved compared to single excitation [22]. An explanation for why we did not reach higher specificity with the double excitation approach might be that in our excitation wavelength range, the emission spectra did not show characteristically different peaks, and we measured on different types of tissue.

Although the sensitivity of 80.0 % and specificity of 89.5 % achieved is comparable or superior to standard white light endoscopic inspection, room for improvement still exists, for instance by taking into account interpatient differences in the morphological and optical properties of the oesophagus. The high variations of intensity ratios for IM might be caused by variations in tissue morphology which influence the penetration depth of the excitation light and therefore also the intensity of the detected fluorescence. In contrast, inflammations in the Barrett’s segment might be a cause of increased red fluorescence. It is known that various bacteria, such as Escherichia coli, produce porphyrin that emits red fluorescence [24;52]. One way to circumvent these interpatient differences is to compare only spectral characteristics of healthy and suspicious tissue from data within that patient. A preliminary intrapatient analysis in five patients indeed discriminated HGD/EC from IM with 100 % sensitivity and specificity using
395 nm excitation and intensity ratio \( r_3 = \left( \frac{A_{495\pm5}}{A_{640\pm5}} \right) \) with a threshold value of less than 6.29, but more data is needed to substantiate this finding.

In the current study, multi-wavelength excitation did not improve the sensitivity or specificity compared with single wavelength excitation. However, multi-wavelength excitation may provide information from several different depths in the tissue. A promising direction for future research is to combine excitation at a ‘long’ wavelength such as 395 nm with a shorter wavelength (e.g. 280 nm for tryptophan or 330 nm for collagen) and to use an internal reference measurement on healthy tissue (in the same patient). So far, laser diodes in the UV wavelength range are still under development and when available will make clinical applications of lasers more compact, easy and affordable. Furthermore, data analysis with multi-variant methods may also improve sensitivity and specificity in discriminating IM from HGD/EC in BO. A limitation of our current endoscopy procedure is the precise match of the spectroscopic measurement site with the location of the taken biopsy. This mismatch can be minimised by integrating the spectroscopy probe into the biopsy forceps.

Finally, for further improvement in the discrimination of HGD/EC from IM, more fundamental knowledge is needed about tissue layers, their biochemical and morphological changes, as well as quantitative fluorophore distribution, and scattering and absorption characteristics in normal versus (pre)malignant mucosa in the oesophagus. This information can be obtained by other imaging techniques. Optical coherence tomography (OCT), for instance, can precisely identify the layer thickness and morphology of the oesophageal wall \([53;54]\). OCT can also provide functional information based on changes in the scattering properties of tumour tissue \([55;56]\), or the structure of blood vessels \([57]\). The combination of OCT with fluorescence or Raman spectroscopy \([58]\) may then be a next step towards quantitative imaging.

**CONCLUSION**

Fluorescence spectroscopy with 395, 405 and 410 nm excitation allows discrimination between IM and HGD/EC in patients with BO. The highest combination of sensitivity and specificity, 80.0 % and 89.5 % respectively, was determined using 395 nm excitation applying intensity ratio \( r_3 = \left( \frac{A_{495\pm5}}{A_{640\pm5}} \right) \) with a threshold value of less than 6.29. In our study, double excitation demonstrated no additional value over single excitation.
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